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Principal’s Foreword
These two years have been particularly challenging for everyone.
Everyone’s resilience is tested in the face of changing demands
on all of us due to the evolving situation. Despite this, our
teachers have not forgotten their mission to enable growth
in our children. Redesigning programmes, teaching and
even assessment were all taken in their stride as our
teachers continue to realise our vision. Whether managing
Home-based Lessons, converting to eCCAs, eEnrichment
Programmes, our teachers responded quickly and calmly.
Our teachers with our pupils have acquired new skillsets
these two years, very quickly indeed.
Every cloud has a silver lining and during these two years,
as class-based activities became the norm starting
first thing in the morning, carrying through recesses and
lunches, I believe that the silver lining that appears in the
cloud was that of closer teacher-student relationship.
While we move steadily out of the challenging situation, this
could be one learning that we should not lose sight of.
Our P6s are moving on in their learning journey and they
are the first cohort to be posted to secondary schools based
on the revised PSLE scoring. We wish our Primary Six pupils a
smooth journey ahead wherever they may be and that they
will hold the school’s motto, Ad Astra, close to their hearts.
Mdm Ng Soh Hua
Principal
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Message from
Editorial Team

Our theme for this year’s newsletter is “Reach for the stars, spread your
wings and fly.” This theme aims to push every Greendalite to instill excellence and
resilience in every path of their lives. Through the school’s range of programmes and
our continued focus on the development of character and GRAC2E values, we believe that
every Greendalite deserves another exciting school year despite the safe management
measures put in place. This year, the theme ‘Stars’ was chosen as a symbol of excellence
and celebration of unity in Greendale Primary School. Despite the unexpected challenges
encountered in 2021, both staff and pupils have persevered in managing them. We have
confidence that every challenge faced is indeed a stepping stone towards attaining our
goals. Just like how stars are the brightest in the darkest skies.

Editorial Team: Ms Siti Norazirah Ma’arof, Ms Nurdiana Hasim,
Ms Regina Goh
Advisors: Mrs Jasmine Tan, Mr Terence Tan
and Ms Stephanie Mak
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Class Library

English

The Class Library Competition is an iconic event
by the English Department. At the beginning of
the year, teachers and pupils invest
time and effort to create a cosy
library corner in their own
classroom. This corner
serves the purpose of
creating a conducive
environment for reading
and introducing a wide
range of exciting books
to engage the children.

Spelling Bee

This year’s Spelling Bee is class based. Pupils were
challenged to learn and spell authentic words.
The pupils really enjoyed the programme. They
displayed resilience and graciousness in this
event. Audience who participated won tokens too!
Congratulations to all winners!

Reading Festival 2021

This year, our annual Reading Festival introduced the
theme ‘Famous Book Authors’ to our pupils. The lives
and works of Eric Carle, Roald Dahl, David Walliams,
J.K. Rowling and Jeremy Strong were shared with the
pupils through
colourful displays,
quizzes, classroom
activities and
SLS. Pupils were
enthralled to learn
more about these
authors and their
books.
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Mathematics

Fun Friday

The ‘learn through play’ initiative started
in 2019. The Rubik’s Cube Challenge is this
year’s highlight. It helps pupils to build
confidence, enhance their analytical
abilities and fine-tune their visual and
spatial intelligence. Under immense
pressure, the pupils showed resilience in
taking on this problem-solving challenge,
in the hope of breaking the GDPS record of
19 seconds!

Maximus Mind aims to sharpen our
pupils’ thinking process and allow
pupils to make connections to
what they have learnt in the
Mathematics curriculum. Pupils
get the opportunity to solve nonroutine Math questions. It also
encourages pupils to exhibit their
thinking skills and seek to improve
their attitudes, skills and knowledge
towards Mathematics.

Maths Fiesta

Maths Fiesta was conducted in the classrooms using
‘Kahoot!’. Pupils were challenged with questions
on optical illusion, analytical thinking, spatial
visualisation and logical thinking. The top five pupils
in each class were each awarded with a certificate of
achievement and a token to celebrate their success.
Pupils displayed the value of excellence as they did
their best to answer the questions.
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Science
World Water Day

The World Water Day event was held via
SLS. It aims to raise awareness about the
importance of saving water and the
reasons we need to do so. Pupils were
encouraged to upload pictures of
themselves in action when saving
water at home.

Clean Plate Campaign

Greendalites participated in the Clean Plate Campaign
conducted by Food from the Heart from 26 July to 6 August
2021. The campaign aims to remind our pupils of the
importance of reducing food waste and how their good
habits can help make the earth a sustainable planet for
us to live in. Our school’s count of clean plates is 10407
which translated to to $10,407 for the Food From the Heart
fundraising campaign and the amount raised will go
towards purchasing food items for vulnerable groups who
are mostly affected in this pandemic period. As a school, we
have proved that we can make a difference in the lives of
others. Pupils learnt to be more mindful of their eating habits
and empathise with the less fortunate. They also learnt to be
appreciative of how their conscious efforts to reduce food
waste contributes to a sustainable living.
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Character and
Citizenship Education
Total Defence Day

Lessons on World War II and the six pillars of defence created an awareness
for the pupils on the importance of defending Singapore. The pupils also
watched a skit on “SG Time Travellers” by National Heritage Board. After
a series of programmes, pupils attempted a quiz on SLS. Pupils’ reflection
in their companion books proved that they appreciated the privilege of
being safe and well protected in Singapore.

International
Friendship Day

Cultural diversity and the camaraderie
among ASEAN countries were shared
through differentiated lesson packages.
Pupils learnt how ASEAN countries
helped one another during this worldwide
pandemic. Pupils also learnt how Singapore
supported
Malaysian
employees
during
Malaysia’s lockdown.

National Day

A week-long commemoration this year exposed
our pupils to the significance of National Day and
the contributions by our pioneers. Pupils showed
their appreciation towards the pioneer generation’s
contributions in nation building. Pupils also explored
the past, present and future role of Singapore River.
Our Primary One to Primary Four pupils participated
in the Dance for the Nation segment, led by members
from the International Dance team.

Racial
Harmony Day

The commemoration of Racial Harmony was
special this year as pupils explored the traditional
card game, ‘Snap’. This activity encouraged
them to play and communicate with their group
members harmoniously despite their differences
in cultural background.
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Chinese
Language
Chinese
New Year
Celebration
Unlike previous years, this year’s Chinese New
Year Celebration was held in the classrooms. Despite
the SMM in place, our pupils celebrated Chinese New Year with
much vigour and excitement! Our pupils learnt to make Chinese
New Year handicrafts and decorated their classes with their
wonderful masterpieces, putting their best foot forward for the
Best Decorated Class Competition. Even though our school’s
celebration this year went without the usual Lion Dance
performance and mass sing-along sessions, our pupils
enjoyed themselves tremendously.

Mother Tongue Fortnight
(Chinese)

Mother Tongue Fortnight activities for Chinese
pupils were held over weeks 1 and 2 in Term 3.
Programmes and activities lined up include
class-based guided reading sessions, craft works
and Chinese calligraphy. Pupils showed resilience
and strived for excellence as
they persevered to perfect their
Chinese calligraphy strokes. This
year, pupils also participated in
interclass Chinese poetry recitation
and singing competitions via SLS.
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Malay
Language

Mother Tongue
Fortnight (Malay)

The theme for this year’s Mother Tongue Fortnight is ‘Legends in the Malay History’. Our pupils learnt about
legendary figures based on the Malay Annals titled ‘Sulalatus Salatin’. In a bid to create an immersive
environment for the learning of Malay language, activities ranging from craft work to ICT-infused lessons were
carried out in the span of two weeks. Our pupils had an enriching experience as they learnt about our heroic
Malay legendary characters!

Hari Raya
Celebration

In the wake of the pandemic, our school commemorated Hari Raya
Aidilfitri in classrooms on 27 April 2021 with a theme titled ‘Stay Safe,
Stay Grateful’. On top of the vibrant slides and engaging quizzes,
our pupils watched an exciting music video that was inspired
from the trending Tik Tok ‘Don’t Rush Challenge’. Our pupils also
designed their own kerongsang, a type of brooch that is used to
pin together the baju kebaya. The virtual celebration has inspired
Greendalites to stay positive and be adaptable as they continue
to tackle the new normal.
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Tamil
Language
Mother Tongue
Fortnight (Tamil)
Our pupils enjoyed the various programmes organised for them
immensely. Our pupils learnt to appreciate the Tamil language and
culture through the activities organised for them. One of the highlights of the
programme was the Warli Art, an Indian folk art that incorporates narratives on
concrete surfaces. Pupils had an amazing time drawing and designing coasters.
Our pupils also displayed enthusiasm in participating in the competitions
organised for them.

Deepavali Celebration

This year, our pupils had the opportunity to participate in the virtual assembly
programme, ‘Celebrations’. Through this programme, our pupils had the
opportunity to learn about and appreciate Indian Mythology and celebrations,
while understanding the importance of family bonding. In another segment,
pupils watched an informative slideshow on the stories behind Deepavali and
the traditional rituals on the day of Deepavali. Pupils were intrigued by the use of
motifs during the yearly Deepavali light-up. They had a fantastic time learning
more about the Festival of Lights and taking part in the Kahoot Quiz segment.
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Physical Education &
Co-curricular Activities
Wonderful
Wednesdays

Pre-assembly is made fun every Wednesday with a 5-minute
Tabata workout. Pupils get to have fun while staying fit
through this initiative. Our teachers thoroughly enjoyed
themselves as well.

P3 Sports
Carnival

This year’s Sports Carnival
allows pupils to exhibit
locomotor, non-locomotor
and manipulative skills
learnt during PE lessons
through various station
games
comprising
of
sports, athletics, dance and
gymnastics. The value of
‘Collaboration’ was evident
while the pupils work in teams to achieve the best
result. Despite having to adhere to SMM, the Primary
Three pupils enjoyed the games tremendously.

Fencing

“I hope to guide my friend towards achieving a
growth mindset,” quipped one participant, as she
performed the mandatory sword salute.
Despite the various challenges faced during the
session, our Primary Four pupils devised strategies
to defeat their opponents through the thrust of their
swords while trying their best not to get hit by their
opponents!

CCA Achievements
Name of CCA

Achievement

Girls Brigade

Dr Low Guat Tin National Challenge
· Silver Award (Overall) with
· 5 Silvers (Individual) and
· 28 Bronzes (Individual)

Boys’ Brigade

Overall Company Boys’ Brigade Bronze Award
12 Individual Gold Badge Award
72nd National Schools Individual Online Chess Championships (2021)
Name

Chess Club

Class

Group

National

CHONG MIN WOO

4A

Boys U10

3

1st

OJHA NIMISH

4B

Boys U10

-

5th

WONG HOOI YANG

5E

Boys U11

8th

3rd

DISHA MANGALORE

5B

Girls U11

-

10th

ZACH TAN (CHEN ZE)

5D

Boys U12

-

8th

DONTHIREDDY SRITHANVI

6B

Girls U12

th

16

4th

AISHAH BINTE ZAREEN

6D

Girls U12

19th

5th

Infocomm

Pei Hwa Virtual Hackathon 2021 – Best in Presentation
· Chung Yang Ye, Keane – 6B
· Oh Jun Kang – 6C
· Na’im Aiman Bin Zamri Wahid – 6D
· Ooi Yan Hao, Isaac (Huang Yanhao) – 6D

Environmental Club

CIB Awards 2021 (Educational Institutions & Organisations) - Gold

rd

Zonal
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Aesthetics
GDPS e-Art Exhibition Making Our Mark: The
Stories We Tell

AMIS (Music)
The Primary Two pupils learnt how to play the Angklung
in Term 2. The lessons covered the history and playing
techniques of the Angklung. Pupils had fun making
music together in class.

The artworks showcased Greendalites’ stories and ideas
through a variety of mediums, art concepts and inspiration
from artists such as Jeff Koons, Giuseppe Arcimboldo and
Salvador Dali.

The Primary Four pupils had their Ukulele lessons
via Zoom. Despite the challenges faced, pupils were
quick to adapt to the blended learning style. The
lessons taught the pupils about collaboration as they
coordinated to create music together as a class.

GDPS Superstars

For the second year running, this initiative provided
an opportunity for our pupils to showcase their
talents. There were a total of four categories to
choose from; Art, Instrumental, Vocal and Dance.
Pupils then uploaded photos of their artwork or
videos of their dance, singing or playing a musical
instrument via SLS. The whole school voted for
the best performances during Pre-Assembly and
the winners were announced on National Day
celebration.

AMIS (Art)

The
Primary
Four
pupils
learnt Chinese Painting and
the Primary Six pupils learnt
Chin Manga drawing through
their Zoom lessons. Due to the
pandemic, Art programmes were
modified. Pupils showed resilience
and
commitment
as
they
completed their characters. After
the lessons, pupils were observed
occupying their free time during
recess or in between lessons by
drawing Chin Manga characters.

Aesthetics Day

Preparation for Aesthetics Day started during the June
holidays. Pupils learnt table rhythm routine through a
teaching video prepared by the music teachers on SLS.
They were encouraged to submit a video of themselves
performing the table rhythm.
Primary One to Primary Five pupils also contributed their
doodle letters artwork. They used their creativity to doodle
subjects of interest, lines and shapes!

Our Heart for SG

Our pupils interviewed senior citizens whom
they know and created an artwork based
on their interviews. Selected artworks are
displayed in the Heart For SG Learning
and online gallery. These pupils displayed
creativity and excellence through their artwork.
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MOE
Kindergarten
Garden of Discovery
The MK garden is designed with the child in mind and
it provides opportunities for children to appreciate and
interact with nature.
Every week, our children are engaged in educational
activities in the MK garden. Through these activities, they
observe the various plants that are grown in our garden
such as herbs and fruit trees and share their findings with
their classmates and teachers.
Our children are also engaged in simple gardening activities
where they acquire a understanding of the plant’s life cycle
and witness the fruits of their labour! These experiences
engage the children in discovering and appreciating the
nature world around them and allow them to share their
learning experiences with their peers.
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